Flood Safety

A weather report may show rain is coming.

Rain can bring floods.

Flood water may rise slowly or quickly.

Any area can have floods.

Floods are dangerous.
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Floods are emergencies!

Being prepared for a flood is important.

Know what to do:

- before a flood
- during a flood
- and after a flood.
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Before a flood:

- make a plan,
- know your risk,
- make a communication plan,
- charge devices,
- sign up for notifications,
- know a safe place,
- and ask for help.
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During a flood:

- stay calm,

- listen to emergency alerts,

- obey evacuation orders,

- go to higher ground,

- take devices,

- and do not walk through floods.
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After a flood:

- listen to authorities,

- do not walk through floods,

- wait for an all clear announcement,

- and contact your family.
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Floods are dangerous.

Follow your plan.

Stay calm.

Go to weather.gov/safety for more information.
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